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 LANDSCAPE DESIGN CONSULTANT'S COUNCIL OF SOUTH CAROLINA    

Sat, Sep 19, 2020 4:25 pm 

Karen Prewitt (kpadgett4c@gmail.com)To:you  

 
 
On Sep 18, 2020, at 7:40 PM, Karen Prewitt <kpadgett4c@gmail.com> wrote: 

 
                                                                                         EARLY FALL NEWSLETTER 

 Dear Members, 

 I hope this newsletter finds each of you well and still doing your best to cope with all the 

continuing changes that COVID has brought in its wake. 

As news comes in each day, it is looking like most all the events we had planned are now 

being postponed until very late Spring, or even early Summer 2021.   

In searching for a way for us to continue our LDCC Mission I thought I would try to use 

our future newsletters as a forum of Landscape Design information that we can share 

with each other. I will open up this venue to any of our members who would like to 

contribute a brief paragraph on landscape design. I would like to keep these articles 

separate from just gardening or horticulture information and concentrate more on 

landscape design ideas and less on plant materials.   

I would welcome drawings you might have done for a civic planting design with your 

garden club, or some design feature in your own garden. Our able Secretary, Judy 

Robinson, has graciously said she would attach a photo supporting any educational 

paragraphs in our future newsletters.   

This newsletter also includes the Fall issue of NGC's Landscape Design Newsletter 

"Newscape"  edited by Caroline Carbaugh (Please see separate email.). Caroline sent out 

a request to LDCC Presidents a few weeks ago asking us to send articles specifically 

related to projects our members had accomplished during their quarantine time. I sent her 

our submission featuring the beautiful pergola that our very own member Sarah Ann 

Parler had designed and completed in her garden . It is nothing short of spectacular, so 

don't forget to open the attachment and read about Sarah Ann's project. It rates four stars 

****. She has made South Carolina LDCC proud!  We congratulate her on her very 

positive use of  ‘down-time'.  What an inspiration she is to each of us! 

 This summer I have been trying to locate archival materials related to our 

organization.  Neither Mary Alice Hall nor I received a single sheet of paper giving us 

any background information on this organization when we became President.   I recently 

discovered that we may have lost much of our history with the death, several years 

ago, of one of our older members who had retained many of our records, so now I am 

putting out a call for SC-LDCC archival materials.  
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 If anyone has materials they are willing to share please contact me.  I have compiled 

copies of all of Mary Alice's records and my own, thus far, in a notebook so there will be 

something for future generations.  I will continue to add to what we now have in hand.  In 

the process of my hunt for archival materials I have discovered an interesting tidbit of 

information from NGC.   

 When the founding members of South Carolina LDCC asked for their charter from NGC 

in March 1963 they checked a box on their application form stating that they did not want 

to be sponsored by their state garden club [i.e. GCSC].  For unknown reasons they chose 

to remain an autonomous organization with their own governing Board and own By-

Laws.  Lacking archival back-up, our organization and GSCS have lost sight of this fact, 

thus confusing many of us.  GCSC does sponsor Landscape Design School and 

provided the original seed money for the school, therefore the 'school' is under the 

umbrella of GCSC.    The Landscape Design Consultant's Council Members provide up 

to $150.00 in awards for GCSC members each year and thus the two sister organizations 

are mutually supportive in their shared goals... but the two organizations are separate 

entities.    

As I come across more archival materials I will share more of our LDCC of SC history 

with you.  

I thought I would start off our educational series by offering some background in our 

newsletter on the history of Landscape Design. My training is design, and archivist and 

cataloger for the South Carolina Historical Society for a thousand drawings done by 

Loutrel Briggs.   

My knowledge is therefore that of a 'landscape historian' rather than horticultural 

expert.  Interestingly, I discovered that Briggs too was far more interested in architecture 

than he was in horticulture . 

 I have often heard Landscape Design School students wondering why they have to study 

what the Egyptians and Romans did thousands of years ago and how it could possibly be 

relevant to landscape design today. My design professor used to say. "Virtually every 

concept we use today in design is either a revival, an adaptation, or an imitation of an 

ancient style, and the sooner we accept this fact the better understanding we will have of 

'why' we are studying ancient design."      

In the field of Landscape design in the last one hundred years there have been very few 

inventions that have changed the basic design of our landscapes. Our generation of course 

can claim inventions like leaf blowers, electric lawn mowers, sprinkler systems on timers 

and other technological gadgets, but none of these advances have changed the basic 

design elements we use in creating our landscapes… like the use of water, shade, color, 

texture, or shape. These are the same elements that people for thousands of years have 

strived to use artistically in their landscapes.  
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 It is important to remember that landscape design cannot be studied without taking into 

account the architecture that it surrounds. Gardens and landscape designs are 

created after the bone structure that they surround is in place. Therefore one design 

should reflect and compliment the other. This is where many landscape designs fall short, 

because they are not compatible with the surrounding architecture or climate.  Nothing 

looks as outrageous as an attempted 'English Country' garden in an old Santa Fe 

neighborhood.   We need to remember too that it has only been in the last 120 years or so 

that people have had the luxury of having new ideas, products or plants from around the 

globe available at our fingertips. We go into a garden center and take a plant or product 

off a shelf without ever thinking about how long a journey it made to get to us. This was 

not the case with previous cultures, they often had only what was close at hand to use in 

the design process and they usually did not know that other plants or ways of doing 

things even existed.     

Stay tuned for more landscape design history in upcoming issues.   

Our hearts go out to former LDCC President, Freddie Wilson, on the loss of her son 

Myles. I have sent a sympathy card on behalf of LDCC members.  Freddie celebrated her 

96
th

 birthday in August. 

 I am always open to hearing from you. Take good care of yourselves and each 

other.                        

 Karen PrewittPresident, Landscape Design Consultant's Council of South Carolina 

        

 
     

 


